Name_______________________

Date ______________

DOLCH WORDS - NOUNS
school robin

man

name tree

men

snow

time

night house money

rabbit mother stick

kitty

water sun

wind

leg

shoe
picture

Fill in the missing Dolch words in the sentences

1. On the way to _________, I heard a ___________
singing in a ___________.
2. ____________ asked me to ﬁll the dish with __________ for my
____________.
3. The ________ at the pet store said I had enough __________
to buy a cute ______________.
4. The ________ blew so hard it knocked Anne over, made her
__________ come o&, and she hurt her _________.
5. As soon as the _________ came out, Matt helped the
_______ shoveling the ___________.
6. I had just enough ___________ to pick up one last ___________
before _____________ fell.
7. Joey did not know the __________of the man taking a
__________of them playing in front of the _________.
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ANSWERS
DOLCH WORDS - NOUNS
school robin

man

name tree

men

snow

time

night house money

rabbit mother stick

kitty

water sun

wind

leg

shoe
picture

Fill in the missing Dolch words in the sentences

1. On the way to school, I heard a robin singing in a tree.

2. Mother asked me to ﬁll the dish with water for my kitty.
3. The man at the pet store said I had enough money to buy a cute
rabbit.
4. The wind blew so hard it knocked Anne over, made her shoe come o&, and
she hurt her leg.
5. As soon as the sun came out, Matt helped the men shoveling
the snow.
6. I had just enough time to pick up one last stick before night fell.

7. Joey did not know the name of the man taking a picture of
them playing in front of the house.
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